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Abstract 
 

Multimedia computing has attracted considerable attention with the rapid growth in the 

development and application of multimedia technology. Current studies have attempted to 

support the increasing resource consumption and computational overhead caused by 

multimedia computing. In this paper, we propose MediaCloud, a new multimedia computing 

paradigm that integrates the concept of cloud computing in handling multimedia applications 

and services effectively and efficiently. MediaCloud faces the following key challenges: 

heterogeneity, scalability, and multimedia Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning. To address 

the challenges above, first, a layered architecture of MediaCloud, which can provide scalable 

multimedia services, is presented. Then, MediaCloud technologies by which users can access 

multimedia services from different terminals anytime and anywhere with QoS provisioning 

are introduced. Finally, MediaCloud implementation and applications are presented, and 

media retrieval and delivery are adopted as case studies to demonstrate the feasibility of the 

proposed MediaCloud design. 
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1. Introduction 

With the explosive growth of multimedia applications over the Internet, considerable 

research interests have recently been directed towards multimedia computing. Multimedia 

computing is a technology that can generate, edit, process, and search for media content, such 

as images, videos, audios, and graphics, among others [1]. Multimedia computing technology 

has the potential to enable a large number of applications, ranging from multimedia e-mail and 

video players to sophisticated real-time conferencing and virtual/augmented reality. The 

abundance of multimedia applications and services leads to more demands, such as real-time 

computing and distributed processing. 

Cloud computing is an emerging technology that aims to allow users to easily obtain a wide 

range of web-based services that previously required substantial hardware/software 

investments and professional skills [2]. Cloud computing technology generally incorporates a 

combination of Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software 

as a Service (SaaS). A “Cloud” resembles a data center with huge amounts of computing 

power and storage, whereby a set of virtualized resources can be dynamically allocated for 

users on demand and consequently charged based on usage. A Cloud provides a simple and 

pervasive way for service providers to develop and deploy their own services and for end users 

to access various applications without worrying about the implementation details. However, 

aside from its strong computing power, a Cloud needs to provide Quality of Service (QoS) to 

support rich multimedia applications and services. Providing effective and efficient 

multimedia computing in a Cloud faces the following challenges: 

(1) Heterogeneity. In this work, heterogeneity primarily includes device heterogeneity and 

network heterogeneity, among others. With the advances in third-generation (3G) and 

fourth-generation (4G) wireless communications, the Internet provides ubiquitous access at a 

very large scale, and thus, users may desire to access various multimedia services on any 

device anytime and anywhere. Different devices (e.g., PC, mobile phones, and PDA) and 

networks (e.g., wired and wireless networks) have different characteristics for processing 

multimedia services. Thus, adaptation capability is indispensable for accommodating various 

terminals and access networks. 

(2) Scalability. Cloud-based multimedia services typically have to manage concurrently a 

large number of users and, consequently, deal with bursts in resource demands. Scalability is 

required when dealing with a large number of users. This condition implies that the resources 

consumed to achieve a given performance objective and the traffic coming into these services 

have to increase in a graceful manner with the growing number of users. Moreover, the costs 

of administration and maintenance should be as small as possible. 

(3) Multimedia QoS provisioning. Multimedia applications and services differ from 

traditional applications in many ways, involving large amounts of data and user access, which 

have very specific and stringent QoS requirements. Multimedia QoS represents a set of 

quantitative and qualitative characteristics that are necessary to achieve the required 

functionality of a multimedia application. For example, latency requirement is a key issue that 

needs to be resolved for smooth real-time conferencing. Besides latency (delay), common QoS 

parameters also include delay variation (jitter), bandwidth, and so on. Current Clouds are not 

designed for multimedia applications with stringent QoS requirements. Thus, the QoS of such 

services cannot be easily achieved. Providing multimedia applications in a Cloud must support 

multimedia applications with QoS provisioning. 
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To address the aforementioned challenges, the current study proposes a new cloud-based 

multimedia computing paradigm, called “MediaCloud”. More specifically, a layered 

architecture with good QoS control, which allows upper multimedia services to obtain 

physical resources efficiently and in a scalable manner, is presented. Then, MediaCloud 

technologies are presented. Using these technologies, users can access multimedia services 

from different terminals anytime and anywhere with QoS provisioning.  

MediaCloud can solve problems in multimedia computing by taking advantage of the idea 

of cloud computing. Using MediaCloud, users can subscribe to their preferred multimedia 

services as needed and access these services more conveniently and efficiently. For example, 

when a mobile client is unable to complete media rendering tasks because of limited 

computing capacity and battery life, he/she can send these requests to MediaCloud. Then, all 

or most of the rendering tasks are conducted in MediaCloud, resulting in better performance 

from the perspective of the client. MediaCloud-based video adaptation is another example. 

When a mobile client requests video programs, MediaCloud can transform these requested 

videos into new versions that meet the customized parameters of the client, such as screen size 

and bandwidth. Moreover, MediaCloud also offers many advantages for service providers. 

Using MediaCloud, service providers can deploy their services through a uniform interface 

regardless of the implementation details. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work 

on cloud-based multimedia computing. Section 3 presents the MediaCloud architecture. 

Section 4 discusses the key technologies of MediaCloud. Section 5 presents MediaCloud 

implementation and applications, and uses a media retrieval scenario and a media delivery 

scenario as case studies. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 6. 

2. Related Work 

A rapid growth on research on multimedia computing has occurred in recent years. 

Server-based multimedia computing performs all computations through a set of servers 

[3][4][5], which is restricted by deployment costs and the pressure of the backbone network. 

Content Delivery Network (CDN) pushes multimedia content to the edge, thereby effectively 

reducing communication overhead [6][7][8]. However, CDN technology still faces challenges 

in scalability and QoS provisioning, and CDN edge servers do not have computational 

capabilities. Inspired by grid computing [9], Peer-to-Peer (P2P) multimedia computing 

partitions multimedia computing works or workloads between peers [10][11][12], 

significantly improving scalability. However, QoS problem remains. 

To the best of our knowledge, only few reported works on cloud-based multimedia 

computing are presently available. Ferretti et al. presented a cross-layer architecture that offers 

mobility support to wireless devices that execute multimedia applications [13]. Rings et al. 

proposed the integration of grid and cloud computing strategies and standards into the Next 

Generation Network (NGN) to support multimedia services [14]. These studies provide 

multimedia services in general-purpose cloud environments without QoS provisioning. When 

the number of users continues to scale up, the real-time performance of these studies may still 

be difficult to be guaranteed. Zhu et al. proposed a multimedia cloud computing concept that 

provides QoS and allocates cloud resources for multimedia services [15]. MediaCloud, as 

proposed in the current paper, addresses the heterogeneity, scalability, and multimedia QoS 

provisioning issues caused by the provision of multimedia computing in the Cloud. 
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3. MediaCloud Architecture 

The basic idea in the design of MediaCloud is to process complex services with efficient 

resource allocation, scalability, and QoS provisioning. Fig. 1 shows a layered view of 

MediaCloud, which is logically divided into three layers, namely, the Media Service Layer 

(MSL), the Media Overlay Layer (MOL), and the Resource Management Layer (RML). 

Thousands of physical resources that provide the “horse power” for large-scale multimedia 

services are widely distributed in different areas. The management of such resources is 

necessary for providing an appropriate runtime environment for multimedia services, and 

these resources need to be exploited at best. Formulating solutions on the RML utilizes 

multiple physical resources as virtual resources, allocating dedicated shares of physical 

resources among multiple Virtual Resource Clusters (VRCs) and consequently, ensuring 

effective control over heterogeneous resources. Moreover, MediaCloud relies on overlay 

technology for organizing VRCs to fulfill the QoS requirements of different multimedia 

services and achieve resource optimization. The MOL supports the construction of service 

overlay networks. In delivering multimedia services via the MOL, the MSL is needed to 

provide an interactive interface in which users can customize their own services. 

 

 

Fig. 1. MediaCloud architecture 

a) Media Service Layer: The MSL, which provides services that assist service providers in 

delivering multimedia services to end users, is the highest-level layer. These services 

primarily include the customization of multimedia services, service adaptation, accounting, 

and billing. The MSL represents the platform on which the multimedia applications are 

deployed in MediaCloud. The MSL provides components and tools that facilitate the 

development and deployment of multimedia applications, converting each requested 

multimedia service into a service task. In the MSL, the Service Management module is 

primarily used to negotiate QoS with users and create service tasks. The Service Provider 

Management module is responsible for configuring the client environment and charging for 
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the resources based on usage. The Virtual Adaptation module is used for adapting multimedia 

services for different devices. 

b) Media Overlay Layer: The MOL is the middle layer. The MOL constructs the Media 

Service Overlay Networks (MSONs) based on existing network infrastructure such that 

different service tasks can be assigned to different MSONs to fulfill the QoS requirements of 

different multimedia services. In the MOL, each service task from the MSL is executed by 

dividing each task into several subtasks to enhance the capability of MOL in processing 

multiple tasks in parallel. The Task Management module is used to form MSONs as well as to 

manage and schedule service tasks. The Supervisor Management module performs service 

task maintenance. 

c) Resource Management Layer: The RML, which ensures that all physical resources, 

such as CPU, GPU, and storage, can support the MSONs in the MOL efficiently, is the 

lowest-level layer. The RML virtualizes physical resources and constructs VRCs. The Virtual 

Resource Management module maps the resources needed by the VRCs into real physical 

resources, depending on the specific needs of upper service tasks. The Virtual Resource 

Provisioning module provides on-demand scheduling and physical resources to the VRCs. 

This capability facilitates the implementation of resource provisioning with different 

granularities in each MSON. 

As can be seen in Fig. 1, QoS Control is implemented across the three layers. The MSL 

negotiates QoS requests with users. The QoS requirements are mapped onto QoS parameters 

through the further processing of multimedia services in the lower layers. The MOL supplies 

QoS support to the MSL by providing service overlays with QoS provisioning. 

In addition, unlike desktop computing, where all the data are stored in local hard disks, the 

media data stored in MediaCloud are distributed anywhere, and thus, Security and Privacy 

Control is very important. The RML protects the data against network attacks. In the process of 

service tasks scheduling, the MOL ensures the security of data transmission. The MSL is 

responsible for identifying unauthorized access. 

The proposed MediaCloud architecture has the following properties. First, the use of 

virtualization technologies allows the efficient use of resources. Such technologies enable 

multimedia applications to dynamically acquire the resources they need. Moreover, through 

the use of virtual resources provided by MediaCloud, service providers can reduce their 

administration and maintenance costs. Second, the overlay networks provide an effective way 

of supporting multimedia applications and services with QoS provisioning. Third, the service 

adaptation mechanism supports the adaptive service provisioning of different devices and 

networks. 

4. MediaCloud Technologies 

This section presents the key technologies of MediaCloud in each layer. 

4.1 MediaCloud Virtualization 

The maximization of limited physical resources to provide the resources needed by upper 

layer tasks efficiently is the core problem of the RML. The RML is designed to facilitate the 

aggregation of resources in an environment where services in different domains need different 

hardware and software configurations and are subject to different machine and network 

administration policies. Virtualization allows the efficient multiplexing of resources of a 

shared and distributed infrastructure. Virtual Machines (VMs) offer good opportunities for 

load balancing and fault tolerance that build upon growing support for checkpoints and live 
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migration of running VMs, which are interconnected through VRCs. Each VRC comprises 

VMs of the same level of configuration in terms of CPU, GPU, or storage. Specifically, the 

RML involves two key technologies, namely, virtual resource management and virtual 

resource provisioning. 

Virtual resource management primarily refers to virtual resource mapping. In other words, 

virtual resource management technology constructs VRCs depending on the requirements of 

different service tasks while mapping the resources needed by the resulting VRCs into the 

underlying physical resources. For example, for multimedia applications related to graphics, 

the VMs build each VRC with the same level of GPU capacity. For normal multimedia 

processing, the VMs make VRCs with the same level of CPU capacity. For storage types of 

multimedia applications, the VMs construct VRCs with the same level of storage capacity. As 

a result, the RML can facilitate QoS provisioning for different types of multimedia services in 

MediaCloud. Current related studies primarily focus on resource selection using objective 

functions that correspond to economic benefits, such as dependence on long-term average 

revenue for CPU and bandwidth [16][17]. 

Virtual resource provisioning primarily involves reasonable scheduling and providing 

physical resources to VRCs. The related methods can be categorized into two types, namely, 

static [18] and dynamic provisioning [19]. The former cannot change the allocation strategy 

during the lifetime of the virtual clusters, whereas the latter can dynamically adapt to resource 

usage. 

Fig. 2 shows the proposed solution for managing virtual resources and providing virtual 

resources in MediaCloud. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the Virtual Resource Management module 

dynamically constructs the VRCs. The Virtual Resource Management module is composed of 

several components, including Information Collector, Management Policy Engine, Migration 

Actuator, and Monitoring Agents that run inside the VMs. The Monitoring Agents gather the 

utilization information of virtual resources in each VM, thereafter submitting the information 

to the Information Collector. The Information Collector stores the information into the 

Information Table for the definition of related management policies, such as policies for the 

construction of VRCs and for the migration of VMs as needed. Then, the Management Policy 

Engine obtains the resource information from the Information Table, designs the management 

policies, and records these policies into the Management Policy Table. Subsequently, the 

Management Policy Engine triggers the Migration Actuator to implement the policies. More 

specifically, the Migration Actuator copes with the dynamic construction of VRCs and live 

migration of the VMs by scheduling the related Hypervisors. In an emergency, the 

Information Collector directly sends a trap signal to the Management Policy Engine. 

The Virtual Resource Provisioning module is responsible for virtual resource provisioning. 

The Virtual Resource Provisioning module consists of the Resource Monitor, Resource 

Abstractor, Provisioning Policy Engine, and Resource Allocator. The Resource Monitor 

tracks the utilization of all the physical resources in real time, thereafter submitting the 

information to the Resource Abstractor. The Resource Abstractor analyzes the available 

resources and stores the analyzed results into the Virtual Resource Table. Based on the Virtual 

Resource Table, the Provisioning Policy Engine communicates with the Virtual Resource 

Management module to determine the resource requirement of each VM, promoting 

appropriate policies of virtual resource provisioning. The provisioning policies are saved into 

the Provisioning Policy Table. Ultimately, the Provisioning Policy Engine triggers the 

implementation of the policies through the Resource Allocator, which then dynamically 

allocates and coordinates the resources for each VM. 
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Fig. 2. Virtual resource management and virtual resource provisioning 

4.2 MediaCloud Overlay 

The MediaCloud service overlay is a key technology in the MOL. The MOL is a critical layer 

for satisfying the QoS requirements of each multimedia service. The MOL is responsible for 

constructing service overlay networks and processing the multimedia service tasks from the 

MSL in the service overlays. 

The service overlay network can provide an effective way for addressing the QoS 

provisioning problem. A number of related studies on service overlay network are currently 

available. For example, in Service Overlay Networks (SONs) [20], the bandwidth is 

provisioned with certain QoS guarantees from individual network domains to build a logical 

end-to-end service delivery. Although SONs rely on underlying networks to provide QoS 

services, OverQoS [21] presents a Controlled Loss Virtual Link (CLVL) abstraction to 

provide Internet QoS using overlay networks and to perform bundle loss control on each 

virtual link. The QoS Overlay Network (QSON) [22] addresses the distributed QoS routing 

problem in backbone overlay networks. In the MediaCloud environment, MSONs are 

constructed based on the VRCs. The different service tasks from the MSL are assigned to 

different VRCs based on their QoS requirements. Moreover, service tasks are processed 

efficiently by partitioning them into several subtasks, such that these subtasks can be 

processed in parallel on the VRC. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the formation of MSONs and the scheduling of service tasks on the MSON. 

The MSON often spans different network domains and performs service-specific data 

forwarding, resource management and provisioning, and QoS control functions. The 

underlying network domain with certain bandwidth, traffic, and other QoS guarantees 

provides the logical link between two VRCs. The QoS guarantees are specified in a bilateral 

SLA between the MSON and the network domain. The underlying network domains aggregate 

traffic based on the MSON where they belong. Thus, these domains consequently perform 

traffic and QoS control based on the corresponding SLAs. In the MOL, a special routing 

protocol, called the “MediaCloud Protocol”, is used for MSONs. Identifying QoS-satisfied 

overlay paths that form MSONs for upper layer QoS-sensitive multimedia service tasks and 
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balancing the traffic load on overlay links are the primary functions of the MediaCloud 

Protocol. When a service task arrives, the Task Management module first uses the Task Engine 

to analyze the QoS requirement and then designs a service-specific overlay topology. The 

Task Management module then allocates appropriate resources for this overlay by 

communicating with the Virtual Resource Management module in the RML. 
 

 

Fig. 3. Task management 

While forming the MSON, the Task Management module allocates the service tasks from 

the MSL to the VRCs and divides each service task into several subtasks that are processed in 

parallel. This task allocation information is stored in the Task Allocation Table. For the 

duration of the entire process, the Access Controller is responsible for the security issues, 

which may be implemented by the distributed lock mechanism and some Access Control Lists 

(ACLs). In addition, the Task Index Supervisor builds the subtask indices depending on the 

subtask allocation information to locate and schedule the subtasks rapidly. This subtask index 

information is stored in the Task Index Table. 

4.3 Media Service Adaptation 

Media service adaptation is a key technology in the MSL. The MSL is primarily responsible for 

service customization and management, and it handles MediaCloud interaction with users. 

Through the MSL, multimedia services or applications can be supported for processing in the 

lower layers according to specific user preferences. 

The multimedia services that MediaCloud provides are not only for a specific type of client, 

but for a family of potential clients, such as PCs, PDAs, and mobile phones. The service 

variability among different clients must be analyzed and modeled to make the services generic 

and serviceable to different users in a given domain. Moreover, effective methods for 

dynamically adapting services for different types of terminals are necessary [23][24]. 
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Fig. 4. Service adaptation 

In MediaCloud, the Virtual Adaptation module can be divided into three submodules, 

namely, the Content Adaptation, QoS Adaptation, and Network Adaptation submodules, as 

shown in Fig. 4. The Content Adaptation submodule resolves content transformations based 

on different device capabilities. Moreover, the Content Adaptation submodule is usually 

related to mobile devices that require special handling because of their limited computational 

power, small screen size, and limited battery life. The QoS Adaptation submodule is capable 

of defining different QoS parameters for the media content data, as well as providing the 

related resource scheduling policies and QoS provisioning mechanisms. Based on the resource 

scheduling policies and the QoS provisioning mechanisms, the Network Adaptation 

submodule analyzes the available access modes and the related transmission requests, and then 

it selects the optimal transmission and network load modes for different content data. 

5. MediaCloud Implementation and Applications 

MediaCloud supports a variety of multimedia applications and services, such as media 

retrieval, storage and sharing, authoring and mashup, adaption and delivery, and media 

rendering [15]. This section presents the implementation of a prototype system based on 

MediaCloud. Moreover, media retrieval and media delivery applications are used to illustrate 

how the MediaCloud system outperforms the traditional architecture. 

5.1 Implementation 

The MediaCloud prototype was deployed on the ChinaCache network infrastructure
1
, which 

comprises of 500 servers that are located within each district of China. Fig. 5 shows the 

primary location of the servers for the MediaCloud system. In the MediaCloud system, the 

Virtual Resource Provisioning module monitors the network and the changes in server status, 

and it computes the resources consumed by taking advantage of the network coordinates 

approach [25]. Depending on the resource change, the Virtual Resource Management module 

adaptively organizes the resources and constructs VRCs using a hierarchical clustering 

                                                           
1 ChinaCache is the leading provider of Internet content and application delivery services in China. 
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algorithm [26]. The Task Management module schedules service tasks to different VRCs and 

allocates resources to the tasks based on the fuzzy clustering model. The fuzzy clustering 

model uses the location of VRCs in the network coordinate space (4-dimensional vector) and 

the computing capacity of each VRC (1-dimensional vector) as properties. In this work, the 

computing capacity refers to the time consumed to process unit data. The objective function 

under the fuzzy condition is as follows: 

∑∑ ∑
= = =
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h

n

j i
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1 1
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22
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where uhj denotes the probability that the jth client node belongs to the hth VRC, wi is the 

attribute weight vector, bij is the normalized feature vector of the client nodes, vih is the 

attribute vector of VRCs, H is the number of VRCs, and n is the number of client nodes. Then, 

the optimal fuzzy recognition matrix is calculated based on the Lagrange multiplier approach. 

Finally, the Virtual Adaptation module handles the media data, such as transcoding, to make 

the content adaptive to different devices. 
 

 

Fig. 5. Primary location of servers 

Fig. 6 illustrates how the MediaCloud prototype system supports multimedia services. 

Step 1: When a user requests a multimedia service, the Service Provider Management 

module in the MSL first verifies user authority. The Service Management module in the MSL 

then negotiates the QoS with the user and creates a multimedia service task. Moreover, the 

Service Provider Management module is further responsible for configuring the client 

environment and for providing security for the user. 

Step 2: Based on the QoS requirements of the multimedia service task, such as the 

maximum delay and the minimum bandwidth, the VRCs are formed based on available 

resources. The Task Management module in the MOL schedules the service task to an 

appropriate VRC while allocating the related resources that support its execution. Then, the 
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service task is divided into several subtasks that are processed in parallel as required. For the 

duration of the entire process, the Supervisor Management module monitors all the subtasks 

and resources in real time. On the one hand, the Supervisor Management module handles 

emergencies, ensuring the reliability and availability of the execution environment. On the 

other hand, the Supervisor Management module also evaluates resource usage such that the 

Service Provider Management module can charge the user based on the evaluation results. 

Step 3: The Virtual Resource Provisioning module in the RML monitors the available 

resources, and the Virtual Resource Management module communicates with the Task 

Management module to support VRC construction. 

Step 4: After all the subtasks are completed, the Task Management module returns the 

result to the user through the Service Management module, and the Service Provider 

Management module charges the user for the resources based on usage. 
 

 

Fig. 6. Workflow of the MediaCloud system 

Then, a media retrieval application scenario [27] and a media delivery application scenario 

are used to evaluate the performance of the MediaCloud system. The system configuration of 

the servers is in the following: Dell 2850 (Xeon 1.6G*2/4G/2T) and Red Hat Enterprise Linux 

AS 4. 

5.2 Media Retrieval Application 

A practical application for identifying illegal videos over the Internet is discussed in the media 

retrieval application scenario. Users designate to detect some media sources in the Internet. 

Then, the MediaCloud identifies pirated videos in the designated media sources by comparing 

the visual features of such videos with the copyrighted video feature database. Finally, the 

MediaCloud system returns the detection results to the users. 
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Fig. 7. PC client 

 

Fig. 8. Mobile client 
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A desktop with Dell Dimension 3100 (P4 2.8G/3G/300G) running Windows XP 

Professional and a Nexus One running Android 2.2 were used as clients, as shown in Fig. 7 

and Fig. 8, respectively. Two sets of experiments were performed to evaluate how the 

MediaCloud system performs in a real environment. In the first set of experiments, the 

efficiency of the MediaCloud system in large scale for a varying number of media sources and 

different lengths of query videos was evaluated. In the second set of experiments, the 

scalability of the MediaCloud system was tested. A number of common video sharing 

websites, such as Youku.com
2
 and Tudou.com

3
, were detected in the experiments to test the 

performance of the MediaCloud system in a real environment. The copyrighted video feature 

database comprises 250,000 videos crawled from websites, such as Youku.com and 

Tudou.com. These videos are about 9.5 T and 83,333 hours. 

5.2.1 Efficiency Evaluation 

The first set of experiments evaluated the efficiency of the MediaCloud system [28]. First, 

detection time
4
 with respect to the number of media sources was evaluated. In this experiment, 

the number of media sources under surveillance varied from 10 to 50. Fig. 9 shows the relation 

between the average detection time of 50,000 queries and the number of media sources. The 

detection time of the MediaCloud system was compared with two other existing video 

retrieval systems, namely the hierarchical framework-based system [29] and the Locality 

Sensitive Hashing (LSH)-based system [30]. Let HF-S and LSH-S represent these two 

systems, respectively, and MC-P and MC-M represent the PC and mobile clients, respectively. 

As can be seen in Fig. 9, the proposed MediaCloud system has higher efficiency than the other 

systems for both PC and mobile clients even though the number of media sources affects the 

detection time to a certain degree. 

Then, the detection time was evaluated with respect to video length. In this experiment, 

users requested the detection of 10 arbitrary media sources. Fig. 10 shows the relation between 

the average detection time of 50,000 queries and the video length. The MediaCloud system 

was compared with two other systems in [29] and [30] for both PC and mobile clients. As can 

be seen in Fig. 10, the MediaCloud system is more efficient than the two other systems 

regardless of the content of the Internet videos and their sources. 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of detection time with increasing number of media sources 

                                                           
2 http://www.youku.com/ 
3 http://www.tudou.com/ 
4 Detection time refers to the time from user sending a retrieval request to when he receives the result. 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of detection time with changing video length 

5.2.2 Scalability Evaluation 

The detection time was further examined based on a variety of videos from 10 arbitrary media 

sources to evaluate the scalability of the MediaCloud system. Fig. 11 shows the detection time 

with respect to the number of user queries. As can be seen in Fig. 11, the MediaCloud system 

has a relatively stable detection time with increasing number of user queries, demonstrating 

better scalability than two other systems in [29] and [30]. Furthermore, the fluctuation of the 

detection time is observed. This fluctuation can be attributed to a number of factors, such as 

video length. 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of detection time with increasing user queries 

5.3 Media Delivery Application 

In the media delivery application scenario, users request to watch video programs. The 

MediaCloud system transforms requested videos into new versions before transmitting them 

to the users to meet the customized requirements of the clients. 

A desktop with Dell Dimension 3100 (P4 2.8G/3G/300G) running Windows XP 

Professional was used as the client, and two sets of experiments were performed. In the first set 

of experiments, the efficiency for different video sizes was evaluated. In the second set of 

experiments, the scalability of the system was tested. The 10,000 test videos came from 
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common video sharing websites, such as Youku.com and Tudou.com. The parameters of the 

original videos were 640×480, 30 fps, and 1.5 Mbps. The parameters of the new version were 

576×432, 25 fps, and 1.2 Mbps. 

5.3.1 Efficiency Evaluation 

The first set of experiments evaluated the efficiency of the MediaCloud system. The service 

delay
5
 with respect to the video size was evaluated. Fig. 12 shows the relation between the 

average service delay of 100 queries and the video size. The service delay of the MediaCloud 

system was compared with two other CDN-based video delivery systems, namely the network 

distance-based system [31] and the load-based system [32]. Let ND-S and LD-S represent 

these two systems, respectively, and MC-S represent the MediaCloud system. As can be seen 

in Fig. 12, the MediaCloud system has higher efficiency than the traditional CDN-based video 

delivery systems regardless of the video size. 
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Fig. 12. Comparison of service delay with changing video size 

5.3.2 Scalability Evaluation 

The service delay was examined when users requested 10 MB videos to evaluate scalability. 

Fig. 13 shows the service delay with respect to the number of user requests. The MediaCloud 

system was compared with the two other systems in [31] and [32]. As indicated in Fig. 13, the 

MediaCloud system has better scalability with increasing number of user queries even though 

it does not have any obvious advantage when the number of user queries is not very high. 

6. Conclusion 

The current study proposed the MediaCloud concept and framework for multimedia 

computing. MediaCloud addresses the following three key problems for the new cloud-based 

multimedia computing paradigm: heterogeneity, scalability, and multimedia QoS 

provisioning. A layered architecture for MediaCloud that comprises the Resource 

Management Layer, the Media Overlay Layer, and the Media Service Layer was presented. 

Moreover, the key technologies by which the MediaCloud can provide multimedia 

applications and services effectively and efficiently with QoS provisioning was presented. A 

media retrieval application and a media delivery application were used as case studies to 

demonstrate how MediaCloud can support multimedia services efficiently. 

MediaCloud still faces problems that are open for future research. These problems include 

                                                           
5 Service delay refers to the time from user sending a request to when he receives the video. 
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determining how the Quality of Experience (QoE) of multimedia services is addressed in 

addition to the original QoS in MediaCloud, outlining how the potential security threats can be 

dealt with, and identifying the appropriate charging model for multimedia services, among 

others. 
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Fig. 13. Comparison of service delay with increasing user queries 
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